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About This Game

We love classic RTS games like Age of Empires and Starcraft - Viking Village is our tribute to those timeless games.

Viking Village is a minimalist real-time strategy/base defense hybrid game in which you build and defend a village from evil
knights. Collect resources, build archer towers at strategic positions and control melee Viking warriors directly to survive.

Attack enemy village and destroy their village fire to win. Capture powerful barbarian from the forest to add to your defense.
Even control deer directly if you need some extra attack power! Attack pirate camps to get some extra resources.

Game Modes:
- Adventure: Defeat enemy villages on randomly generated islands.

- Rogue Lite: Defeat enemy villages just with your hero + army. Hero gets only one life.
- Tower Rush: Destroy all enemy towers on the map.
- Survive 20 days: Defend your village for 20 days.

- Village Vs Village: Classic RTS mode. Attack enemy Village and destroy their village fire to win the game.
- Quick Survival: No buildings and villagers. Just your hero, pet and units defending against constant waves of enemies.

- Infinite: Survive as many days as possible. Enemies become stronger each night.
- Sandbox: No resource limits. Pure mindless fun!

- Build a Ship: Defend the village long enough to build a ship.
- Peaceful: No enemies. Just build a peaceful village.

Features:
- Train Villagers, Warriors and Archers
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- Create farms, mines and plant trees to gather resources
- Take control of deer and attack enemies with them!

- Defeat pirates to get resources, or hire them to protect your village
- Capture the Barbarian, and he will defend the village and even gathers resources by killing pirates!

- Defeat the Pirate Captain, to have a powerful unit to watch over your village. Alternatively, just give some resources to hire
him!

- Play in top-down view or control a warrior in 3rd person mode
- Villagers are completely AI controlled, so that you can focus on building and combat

- Beautiful graphics
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Title: Viking Village
Genre: Action, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Limitless Fun, LLC
Publisher:
Limitless Fun, LLC
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: with 128 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 8

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized and extensive genre lists on
Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews/?appid=257170

The Short of it: This is a great little medieval city builder/survival game, reminds me of Banished mixed with Rimworld. Has a
ways to go in development, but if the updates keep coming, this will be a real winner.

Reminds me of: If you liked Banished and Rimworld, there's a good chance you'll like Civitatem.

I think this game has a lot of potential. It has a complete proof of concept going on, that anyone that enjoys these sorts of games
will be able to see. It's fun to play, I enjoy the simplistic graphical style, and the medieval setting is an attractive one for me. I
like building villages and towns that we could imagine might have existed hundreds of years ago, using the tools and technology
of our ancestors. It has a real sense of adventure and hard work, beyond that of cranes and heavy machinery doing most of the
heavy lifting and back-breaking work.

With that said, it's the "not so great" issues that need addressing - they're the most important to talk about, because some
improvements are much needed to give this game a chance to gain a real following and more approval. My main issues are as
follows:

1. The game needs a pause button where you can still interact with what you are doing. Currently it has the ability to massively
slow down what is happening, but in games like these where suddenly people are starving, or you need a calm minute to look
over your plans and think where and what to build next, you NEED a pause button. It's generally pretty standard on a game like
this to hit the space bar, and the game pauses. I would recommend that this be implemented.

2. It drives me crazy how the job assignment system works. Lets say you have 6 people. You assign 2 to cut wood, 2 to mine
minerals, and 2 to construct buildings. Everything is fine so far - it works a lot like Banished. But then people go to sleep at
night, and the 2 suddenly becomes zero. I understand they have gone to sleep, and therefore are not working currently, but it's
more important to know how many people you have, and what jobs they will be doing when awake. I absolutely don't think it is
a good idea to have their numbers disappear when they go to sleep, and reappear when they are awake. I will see wood cutters
are zero, and take away from miners, and then the woodcutters wake up and you have too many, plus the miner goes to sleep,
and on it goes. The numbers should reflect how many citizens are assigned to what job, not how many are awake and currently
working. It's beyond frustrating to have it work any differently than that IMO.

3. There should be a "pool" at the top of the professions choices that collects people with no job. If people aren't assigned yet,
you'd want to be able to see that number. They also shouldn't be set to just wander around and do nothing. They should be on
auto to go and pick up items and bring them back to storage buildings, or haul materials to build sites so the builders can get
working faster. It makes sense in real life too, because people would help with menial labor until a proper job was assigned to
them. No one should be standing around doing nothing, as they would have plenty of motivation to work (not starving to death,
freezing to death, etc.).
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4. I had a bit of trouble with fishing. It seems like assigning someone to fish brings in so little resources, that it is actually
counter productive. If a fisherman brings in 2 fish a day, but he himself actually requires 3 units of fish a day to survive, you're
losing the game just by assigning someone to fish. I had a few instances where an assigned villager would fish for a full 24 hour
cycle, and bring one fish home, or none at all. I would also assign people to fish, and they would walk down to the dock, and
then just revert back to having no job at all. Something about the economy of fishing, and the way the system functions needs
some looking into to improve it.

5. The amount of time it takes to construct roads is just not right. First, the builders will wait until every other structure is built
before even thinking about roads. Secondly, instead of working a road in a line, they build one square and then stop for a
number of seconds (thinking about next task?) and then will often go and build another square on the other side of town.
Logically, if building roads costs no resources, there is no need to leave the spot to get anything, AND if there are no resources
to continue the construction of buildings, citizens should automatically move to work on roads (rather than just stop and dawdle
around). I think roads should be built in a line, one square after another, in one direction, just like how people would construct
real roads. Sorry to keep bringing up Banished, but it is a near perfect game in the genre: In Banished, roads are done right -
they are built more or less in the way I'm describing.

6. Food in general is just too hard to get sorted out quick enough to make much sense. Citizens should perhaps land with a small
cart with food supplies to last them until a barn and storage area can be built to hold what is picked.

7. You shouldn't have to manually ask hunters or blacksmiths to make things or hunt things. If they are assigned to the job, they
should be making equipment and hunting animals until materials or animals run out. I had to keep going back and ask them to
build or hunt 5 or 10 things, and repeat. If the player doesn't want them actively doing the job, they will reassign them to do
another job.

I'm really looking forward to what more comes out of this game because it has a lot of potential. I wouldn't bother pointing out
what it needs to have worked on with it if I didn't believe it could be better - the time I've taken to point out what needs work is
out of the hope I have that it can grow in the right direction. There's nothing wrong with taking inspiration from games in the
genre that have worked really well either - it's actually advisable to play Banished and Rimworld, and see what worked
especially well for good games like that, and adopt the mechanics a bit. I think for many of the things that are a bit odd or
broken at the moment, looking to the mechanics of Banished would fix almost all of them in a great way.

Beyond that, everyone wants more things to do and more things to build in this game. Make sure all the current systems work as
they should, and then keep adding to the possibilities. I'd love to see some more food options, and things one could do to better
prepare for winter. Maybe someone to grow the forest, or build an underground mine, etc.
. this is a good flight simulator
. i love this game ..im soo sad gamigo quit the version online ...

me encanta este juego...muy triste que gamigo alla dado de baja la version online de browser. This game is flat out unfinished.

I get it. All your love and passion goes into this, i understand you.

However it is very simply still utterly unfinished.

In all regards gameplay, gamedesign, worlddesign, controlls and most of all stability. this game is in my oppinion in no way
ready to have been officially released.. This is the perfect game for any Scoop wanting to indulge in more Scoopy Goodness.
chock full of referances and easy to learn gameplay and randomised bosses that can be quite challenging make for a great all
round experience. Even if you're not a scoop or are simply unaware of the referances you'll still get a kick out of this game..
This was a good game for 15.00$. The RPG elements were good enough to where you actually thought and cared about the
combat. Death actually has meaning in the story. If you lose a battle, it opens up a different scenario for the character. This is
something even 60.00$ games don't have.

Don't expect a masterpiece of gameplay though. The enemies don't even have health bars and enemy bosses that have more
health are the exact same design of the grunts.
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I have only completed 2 puzzles so I do not have a huge base of experience from which to speak yet, However, it certainly has
been interesting to fight off zombies with one hand while placing puzzle pieces with the other. Thus far - again only have 60
pieces floating around - it seems the piece selection issue that plagued Pixel Puzzle: Japan is corrected.

If you can find a coupon, or buy this game on sale it is an original concept implemented with a simple user-interface that allows
for maximum game play and minimum hassles.. Old-school platforming at its finest, complete with throwback graphics. The
jumping puzzles are challenging, but not frustrating. This game is a gem at this price, well worth the purchase.. Great party
game!. This still falls within the realms of VR DEMOS but it's a very well made one with a sureal environment.
The puzzles are not too hard and the controls are very good.

It's free and recommended, abour 30 min play through if you don't understand the puzzles instantly.. Not a game for everyone
but ever since I moved the lever in surgon simulator I though someone has to make a game like this, and here it is! Not a
massive amount to it at the moment but I look forward to seeing how it grows in time. For the money it is well worth checking
out. This game is very realistic! Love it and own every DLC they have!! My only complaint is i wish it had a more in depth
career mode.. So this is early stages and by early I mean there is only 1 stage.

There is a lot they can do with this game and I hope they do. The game plays rather well, it's fun, quirky and quick. Some cards
seem a bit unbalanced abut overall the game is looking to be very fun. I came for a slightly chaotic restaurant manager/tycoon. I
got Diner Dash mixed with Overcooked.
You can't pick your menu, you can't place the equipment, you can't really manage anything. A lot of the upgrades just make
things worse or harder for you. (Example: An upgraded restaurant just makes you have to walk farther for things.)
It's fun until about halfway through when the customers stop being entertaining and just start being annoying or just outright
stupid. Didn't know color mechanics were in the game either. Drinks and ice cream are terrible if colorblind.

If you have a group of friends, go for it. If you're by yourself or with one other I would give it a pass.. This is a fun, interesting,
& quirky game. It doesn't support every resolution unfortunately. You will end up having to play it in windowed mode most
likely. It has controller support which is really nice but the pc controls do work well. The humor the indy developers put in this
game is a joy to behold. A fun platformer with some interesting puzzle elements thrown in. ~PR0XIDIAN. Couldn't be happier
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